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Fig. 2. Rheinfelden K-cancel K2.

First we must tell how these
popular handcancels came to be
called K-cancels. On June 5,
1942 (not May 30 as Felix’s
book says), two villages – Bex
in Canton Vaud (Figure 1) and
Rheinfelden in Canton Aargau
(Figure 2) – began to use “pictorial”
hand cancellers to publicize
their famous mineral baths. The
German word for health spa is
Kurort, so the cancels are called
Kurort cancels or K-cancels for
short. (Continued on page 10)

As a preface to the rest of this series, let me confess I will be drawing
heavily on Felix Ganz’s book, updating where there is new information,
correcting where there are errors and, now having the advantage of color,
adding illustrations to expand on the illustrations in the original work.
Remember, Felix was working in the era of paste-ups, and he loved to cram
as much onto a page as he could! So let’s get at it

Fig. 1. Bex K-cancel K1.
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President’s Column: AHPS at INDYPEX
by Mike Peter

Our 2019 AHPS convention at INDYPEX is now history, but it leaves a warm glow; those who
participated enjoyed the fellowship, learned some more about Swiss philately, and acquired some new
items for our collections.

The Indiana Stamp Club knows how to put on a good stamp show. The space at the Hamilton
County fairgrounds works well, and we appreciated a caterer’s barbeque Friday and Saturday lunch
times with bratwurst, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, and hot dogs at very reasonable prices.

AHPS attendees included local members Steve Heininger and Bob Zeigler, who was our point
person making arrangements for us; Thank you, Bob! From out of town, AHPS Board members Mike
Peter, Steve Opheim, Dick Hall, Cheryl Ganz, and Gerry Diamond, as well as John Barrett, Rudy
Caduff, and George Struble. And Robert Wightman from Switzerland, who was here as a judge; we
appreciated his Swiss perspective on our exhibits.

AHPS activities included an informal seminar (show and tell, and discussion) Friday afternoon,
a general meeting Saturday morning, and a swap session and Board meeting on Sunday morning. We
had a nice informal dinner Thursday evening, and our usual AHPS dinner – we also included the judges
– at the Rathskeller, a very good German restaurant, on Friday evening.

We hope you will join our next convention next May in Boxborough, MA. It’s a great way to
deepen your enjoyment of Swiss philately!

We last reported exhibit awards last
November, so there are results of several
shows to report. If we have missed any, tell
Roger Heath so he can amend our report in
a future TELL.
We start with our recent

convention at INDYPEX, where
we – especially George Struble
– made a major haul.

INDYPEX 2019
George Struble - GRAND
AWARD and Large Gold -
Getting Swiss Airmail Off the
Ground
Michael Peter- Large Gold -
Switzerland Registered Mail,
1785-1863
George Struble-Large Gold -
SCADTA Mail to and from
Switzerland
Bruce Marsden - Gold - Switzerland 1949
Engineering and Landscape Issue
Michael Peter - Gold - Swiss Volunteers in
the German Military during World War II
Roger Heath - Gold- Reflecting the Rise of
Tourism during the Belle Epoque, Hotel
Schweizerhof, Luzern , 1870-1914

Richard Hall - Gold - A Tour of the 1939
Swiss National Exhibition (The Landi)
through Post Cards

Richard Hall - Large Vermeil
- The Philatelic Aspects of the
1939 Swiss National
Exhibition- The Landi
Cheryl Ganz - Large Silver -
Suchard Chocolate Advert-
ising on Swiss Postal Cards
Minnesota Stamp Expo

William Woytowich- Large
Vermeil - Swiss Soldier
Stamps of World Wars I and
II

Rocky Mountain Stamp
Show

George Struble - Large Gold -
Development of Swiss Airmail

George Struble - Large Gold - SCADTA
Mail to and from Switzerland

Michael Peter - Gold - Test Drops during
the Graf Zeppelin Flights to Switzerland
1929

Switzerland on Display
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St. Louis Stamp Expo

Michael Peter - Gold - Test Drops during the
Graf Zeppelin Flights to Switzerland 1929

PIPEX 2019

Roger Heath - Large Gold - Auxiliary
Markings Club – Award of
MeritDevelopment of Refusé Markings on
Swiss Mail 1855-1940

Roger Heath - Gold - AAPE - Creativity
Award - Hotel Schweizerhof, Luzern:
Reflecting the Rise of Tourism during La
Belle Epoque (1870-1914)

Clifford Armstrong - Gold - State Revenue
Society Gold Medal -Washington State
Apple Tax Stamps

Clifford Armstrong - Large Vermeil - State
Revenue Society Gold Medal -Washington
State Food Tax Stamps

SEAPEX 2019

Charles J. LaBlonde - Large Gold - The
Suspension of United States Mail to
Switzerland 1942-1945

George Struble - Large Gold - AHPS Bronze
Medal - SCADTA Mail to and from
Switzerland

George Struble - Large Gold - Getting Swiss
Airmail off the Ground

Roger Heath - Large Vermeil - AAPE Gold
Award of Honor - Reflecting the Rise of
Tourism During La Belle Epoque, Hotel
Schweizerhof, Luzern: 1871–1914

Charles J. LaBlonde - Vermeil - Auxiliary
Markings Club Award of Merit - The Rise &
Fall of WWII Postal Censorship – Swiss
Perspective

Charles J. LaBlonde - Vermeil -Italy – World
War II Red Cross Mail to Geneva: The
Complete Postal History

VANPEX 2019

Roger Heath - Large Gold - British
Columbia Philatelic Society Postal History
Award - Royal Philatelic Society of Canada
Excellence in Treatment - Jury Felicitations
Reflecting the Rise of Tourism During La
Belle Epoque – Hotel Schweizerhof, Luzern:
1871–1914

George Struble - Gold Single Frame - The
Pan-Am-SCADTA Connection from Europe,
Mail to Northern South America

Fritz Graf - Large Silver - Swiss Letter
Postage Rates from 1900 - 2000

Fritz Graf - Silver- The first 50 Years of
Commemorative Stamps of Switzerland
1900-1949

OKPEX 2019

Anthony F. Dewey - Grand -Large Gold - A
Postal History of Hartford, Connecticut as
US Post Office: 1792-1897

STAMPSHOW 2019

Anthony F. Dewey - Gold - The United
Nations Precancel, 1952-1958

Anthony F. Dewey - Single Frame - Gold -
The 'H' Rate-Change Stamps of 1998
Depicting 'Uncle Sam's Hat'
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Robert Wightman, one of our members in
Switzerland, has just donated two important
sets of philatelic books to the American
Philatelic Research Library, where we all have
access to them. We are greatly indebted to
Robert Wightman!

The first is the definitive set by the late
Reinhard Stutz in nine volumes: “Bahn und Post
in der Schweiz” (Railroads and the Postal

Service in Switzerland). Second is a copy of the
Swiss Post Office’s monthly publication,
“Postverbindungen mit den Ausland” (Postal
connections Abroad), for the war years July 1939
to 1945. This is the source material for
philatelists interested in the Swiss systems for
carrying mail during World War II. Copying the
monthly publications and publishing them was
also a most appreciated effort by Reinhard Stutz.
(Continued next page)

Major Donation to the APRL

Editor’s Note: A BIG
THANK YOU!
This issue completes my twenty years as

TELL editor. With that, I am happy to pass on
the opportunity to my good friend Roger Heath,
who will lift TELL out of some ruts that I have
settled into. Roger and I are doing this issue
together, so he will be well prepared to do the
January issue.
I have appreciated the opportunity to be

your editor for twenty years, and enjoyed it. You
have supported me well with articles, and not
complained – not to me, anyway. (But once
Harlan Stone pointed out that I had repeated an
installment of a serialized set of articles; I made
sure not to make that error again!) For my very
first issue, January 2000, I had to scramble to
find or generate content to fill the issue; I have
not had to scramble like that since, and I
appreciate it! And when I have told you the
dates by which I need articles, you have
supplied the needed content by those dates. The
AHPS Board has supported me by allowing me
to set the number of pages for each issue never
cautioning me about cost, and supported the
transition to color. In recent years the Board
has also subsidized my membership in the Swiss
Verein so I receive the Schweizer Briefmarken
Zeitung to mine for translations.

I am not leaving the enterprise. I will cont-
inue as Associate Editor, available to continue to
do translations from German or French (or
Italian, though I have not found articles in
Italian yet) for TELL, and available to fill in as
editor if needed for an issue now and then.
Special thanks to Gary Withrow, who lifted

from me the task of mailing each issue. To
ShortRun Printing for their excellent work in
printing the copies at a very reasonable price,
and being so easy to work with. To my colleague
editors of the SBZ, the Helvetia Philatelic Society
Newsletter, the German Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Schweiz e.V., Rhône Philatélie, and the Dutch
Jungfraupost (no, I can’t translate from Dutch,
but I have a young friend in Salem who did one)
for allowing me to translate and reprint their
articles. To all authors who sent me their
articles. But most special thanks to Dick Hall,
who has produced his Matterhorn Meanderings
column faithfully, year in and year out, since
before my time as editor, as well as many other
excellent articles plus being AHPS Secretary
since 1982! Recently, as others have petered out
from writing TELL articles, Dick has gone into
overdrive!
One final plea: Please continue – or start! –

to write articles for TELL! This journal should
not become just a vehicle for society news, Dick
Hall, and translations!

George Struble

By Dick Hall
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It all began with a letter from George Smith
writing about a series of books, “Bahn und Post
in der Schweiz” (Railroads and the Postal
Service in Switzerland), by the late Reinhard
Stutz. I thought these might make a good
purchase for the Society as part of our annual
gift of Swiss philatelic literature to the APRL. I
began digging around to see if they were
available and at what price. George mentioned
that he was a friend of Robert Wightman whom
he visits when he travels to Switzerland. As
Robert Wightman is a member of the Society, I
thought I’d contact him to see what he knew
about the availability of the books.

Little did I know when I made that inquiry
what the result would be. Wightman wrote me
that when Stutz died, Christian Geissmann (of
“Post & Geschichte”) took over the disposal of
Stutz’s material for his widow. Wightman asked
Geissmann if any of the books were left but he
had already completed the disposal.

But Wightman said he had been good friends
with Stutz as they lived less than a mile apart.
When Stutz published the Bahn und Post books,
Wightman bought a set as a friend even though
railway mail was not high on his interest list. At
that point he offered to give the series to the
APRL via the AHPS, if we were interested!

I asked the Board if we would pick up the
costs of mailing the books from Switzerland to
the APRL and got a resounding “YES”.

As they say on TV, “But wait, there’s more”.

Wightman said another effort of Stutz organized
was the copying of the Swiss Post Office’s
monthly publication, “Postverbindungen mit den
Ausland” (Postal connections Abroad), for the
war years July 1939 to 1945. This was a period
of great interest to collectors of World War II
postal history of Switzerland. These publications
are the primary source of routing information for
foreign mail from Switzerland.

Wightman said he had a set of these also
which he would also donate to the APRL via the
AHPS.

Like TV, two for the price of one!

Herr Wightman packed up the books, took
them to the post office, and mailed them to the
ARPL in late July and they arrived in Bellefonte
on August 2. The books weighed 12.6 kilograms
(about 28 pounds) and the Society’s cost was 138
francs for the postage. What a bargain!

These 16 volumes are important pieces of
Swiss philatelic literature. We are all indebted to
Reinhard Stutz for putting together these tomes
but more importantly to Robert Wightman for
his generosity. Thanks again to George Smith for
proving the impetus for this effort.

These are available now for checkout from
the APRL. Standard procedures apply. That
includes the provision, made a long time ago,
that any AHPS member may check out Swiss
material from the APRL, whether or not they are
APS members.

The Story Behind the Wightman Gift

Fig.1 Mint stamps – courtesy Swiss Post

Fig.2 Soaked by Fritz Graf

Quality Defects in Swiss
Stamps

by Gerhard Kraner
This warning was published in the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung
(SBZ), in the 2019 No. 9 issue. It is reprinted here with the gracious
permission of the SBZ and the author. The translation is by
www.deepL.com, monitored by George Struble.

As if our collectors hadn't already had enough trouble
with the post office because of the unfortunate stamping in the
mail processing centers, serious shortcomings have now also
been noticed in the most recent issues.

Thus, in the "100 years National-circus Knie" issue, the
colors of the paper are dissolved and in the "Lucky pig"
(Glücksschwein) issue the printing is dissolved. Collectors of
new issues beware!

Editor’s note: Our member Fritz Graf drew this to our
attention. He sent me scans of the mint stamps (Fig. 1), and the
result of his own experiment (Fig. 2).
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The more detailed list of these publications, with APRL call numbers, is 9 volumes of “Bahn und Post
in der Schweiz”

Part 1 in 1 volume “Haupt und Nebenbahnen” (300 pages)
Part 2 in 4 volumes “Privatbahnen” (200 + 400 + 574 + 484 pages)
These two parts have colored illustrations, maps, and datestamps

Part 3 was to over all the markings but was never started
Part 4 in 3 volumes “Historical Timetables - 1847-1889" (728 + 868 + 808 pages)
Part 5 in 1 volume “Bahnpost Timetables” (864 pages)

These two parts are for in depth research
1. G6041 .R152 S937b v.1 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
2. G6041 .R152 S937b v.2 pt.1 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
3. G6041 .R152 S937b v.2 pt.3 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
4. G6041 .R152 S937b v.2 pt.4 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
5. G6041 .R152 S937b v.4 pt.2 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
6. G6041 .R152 S937b v.4 pt.3 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
7. G6041 .R152 S937b v.5 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
8. G6041 .R152 S937b v.2 v.2 pt.2 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
9. G6041 .R152 S937b v.4 v.4 pt.1 c.1: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2

7 volumes of “Postverkehrsverbindungen Schweiz-Ausland 1939-1945” (plus a supplement):

1. G6041 .I593 S979p 2010 v.1 1939 c.2: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
2. G6041 .I593 S979p 2010 v.2 1940 c.2: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
3. G6041 .I593 S979p 2010 v.3 1941 c.2: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
4. G6041 .I593 S979p 2010 v.4 1942 c.2: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
5. G6041 .I593 S979p 2010 v.5 1943 c.2: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
6. G6041 .I593 S979p 2010 v.6 1944 c.2: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
7. G6041 .I593 S979p 2010 v.7 1945 c.2: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
8. G6041 .I593 S979p 2010 v.8 Auszuge c.2: APRL American Helvetia Philatelic Society 2019 psl2
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1778: letter from Yverdon to Geneva, by the Fischers, del-
ivered to the French office in Geneva, stamped SUISSE, for
the trip to Paris, tax of 30 sols for the Geneva-Paris trip.

The Fischer Post
byDaniel Wenger

This article was published in Rhône Philatélie,September 2019, and is reprinted here with the gracious
permission of Rhône Philatélie and the author. The translation is by deepL.com and George Struble.
Fischer Post" was the Bernese post office that organized and managed the post office of the Canton

of Berne and some other cantons from 1675 to 1832. Before this "Fischer post", there were cantonal
posts that carried out local mail service, as well as the "Lyoner Ordinari" which made daily trips between
Nuremberg and Lyon via St. Gallen, Zürich, Solothurn, Bern, Fribourg, and Geneva.
The "Lyoner Ordinari" post office was organized by merchants from St. Gallen and Zürich. We

should mention that in Europe there was the Thurn and Taxis post office, which served the German,
Dutch, Spanish and Italian states.

So the question arises: why did the Canton of Berne
decide to take over the cantonal post office and exerc-
ise its right to a postal service?

1786: Yverdon-Lucerne-Saxlen. This letter sent from Yverdon
was forwarded by the Fischers to Lucerne, tax 8K; then the
local post office transported the letter to Saxlen for 1 schilling.

February 4, 1782: letter from Domdidier, with the
stamp "AVENCHE", to Paris. Postmarks from before
1786 are very rare.

1793: Geneva-Turin (Sardinia). This Fischer stamp is found
on transit letters to Sardinia. As Savoy had been occupied by
France since October 1792, the letter had to pass through the
Valais.
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On the one hand, the "Lyoner Ordinari" modified the route in 1649 by no longer passing through
Bern and Fribourg to save a few hours of travel time. The Bernese then had to pick up their mail
in Aarberg, and the Fribourgers had to go to Domdidier.

On the other hand, in 1674, France occupied Burgundy and thus became a neighboring country
with a long common border. There was a need to pay more attention to news from this neighbor on a
regular basis, and the post office was a convenient way to stay informed.

Beat Fischer
Beat Fischer, the founder of the "Fischerpost," was the secretary of the Venner Council, a secret

council of the Bern authorities. He was therefore well placed to be informed from the first-hand
source and to be able to "pull strings".

1795: Geneva-Pontarlier-Paris. During the troubled
political periods (revolutionary period), the French post
office was not secure. The letters were sent by the
Fischer Post Office via Pontarlier. The Fischers re-
ceived 7 Kreutzer from France for the trip to Switzer-
land.

3.8.1817: From Le Locle to Aberpoche (near Thonon). Postage NE =
3 Kr, VD = 4 Kr, total of 7 Kr. Until 31.12.1818, the old French tariffs
were applied.
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In 1675, he was only 34 years old. He had competitors: Bern had just confirmed the person respon-
sible for the organization of the transport from Bern to Geneva. He had to show that he was not alone,
and that he had anonymous partners.

In 1675, Bern awarded the postal franchise to Beat Fischer for 25 years. In addition to postal mail,
he also had to publish a newspaper; for this purpose he founded "La Gazette de Berne" in 1677.

Beat Fischer was a skilled entrepreneur and negotiator. He made arrangements with the two people
in charge of the postal routes from Berne to Basel and from Berne to Geneva, as well as with the
"Lyoner Ordinari", whose route between Solothurn and Geneva was in Fischer's hands.

He also coordinated with other cantons such as Fribourg, Solothurn (after 1691), Valais (after
1694/98) and Neuchâtel (1695-1806) to extend his postal network. He also organized postal mail to
Milan, Turin and other destinations.

In 1688, he bought the Reichenbach estate 5 km north of the city of Bern and rebuilt its castle. The
family became a family of nobles. In 1695, Beat Fischer of Reichenbach died at the age of 57. His three
sons took over the business he had created.

Until 1832
Between 1675 and 1832, several generations of Fischers followed one another, and postal contracts

were renewed and adapted.

In France, the King instructed his Minister Louvois to organize the post office in his Kingdom. This
put an end to the mail transport of the "Lyoner Ordinari". In addition, the use of postmarks to mark
the place of departure of a letter was introduced.

According to the postal contract signed with France in 1786, the place of dispatch must now appear
on the letter. Hence the introduction of postmarks to satisfy this directive, which also applied to
international mail.

Around 1792, revolutionary France wanted to occupy Geneva and Savoy. But thanks to the Swiss
troops, Geneva remained an independent city, while Savoy was occupied by the French.

Swiss Republic and Mediation

Principality,wasnotoccupiedbyFrance,
and the Fischers remained committed
to it until 1806, when Berthier did not
renew his contract.
As early as 1803, during the Media-
tion period, the cantons regained their
territorial authority.Someregions, such
as Geneva (department 99) and Jura
(department 66) that remained French.

The new canton of Vaud organized
its own post office. Fischer kept his
Pontarlier office until 1806, but
transported letters to Berne, Solothurn
or Fribourg via Neuchâtel. The letters
for Geneva, Vaud and Valais were
delivered to the people of Vaud.

(Continued on page 15)

During the Swiss period (1798-1803), the Swiss Republic decided to exercise its postal service rights,
but as there was not enough money to buy the postal infrastructure from the Fischers, Fischer
continued to carry out the fieldwork on behalf of the Swiss Republic! Neuchâtel, as a Prussian

1832: Fischer's post for Paris by Delle. 2 Kreutzer from Porrentruy to
the border = 1 decimes. "F.D.2." means "Fischer by Delle 2 Kreutzer".
The Fischers received 2 Kreutzer = 1 decimes for the journey of this
letter on Swiss territory.
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The Postal Cancels and Markings of Switzerland
Part III. K-Cancels

(Continued from page 1) You can see from the figures why I put “pictorial” in quotes. You could
easily miss the mountain on the Bex cancel and the fountain on the Rheinfelden. Later K-cancels took bet-
ter advantage of the space. Figures 3 and 4 show the current K-cancels for Bex and Rheinfelden. Bex
wants you to visit their salt mines, and Rheinfelden brags of its “charming old town”.

The two examples in Figures 1 and 2 show the popular way K-cancels are collected. Figure 1 is a
PTT collection sheet and Figure 2 is a standard cover. Note that both have two strikes of the canceller, one
to cancel the stamp and one to provide a clear example of the cancel. Items with only the cancel on the
stamp are less desirable.

To date (May 2019) there have been 2350
different K-cancels, of which 560 are still in use.
Most of the 2350 cancels are inexpensive but some
saw very short use and thus command a higher
price. One such cancel is K13 of Villars-sur-Ollon in
Canton Vaud. Issued on November 20, 1942, it was
withdrawn on December 11, 1942 over protests by
the locals of a cloud over the mountain. Figures 5
and 6 show the original (K13) and reissued (K13z)

versions. Look to the right of the mountain peak in
Figure 5; you can see the offending “cloud”. Villars-
sur-Ollon lies high above the Gryonne valley at
1300 meters. The residents are very proud of the
abundant sunshine there and didn’t want any hint
of a cloudy sky!

Another early cancel that was withdrawn
after only a couple of months use (the exact date of
withdrawal is not known, the latest known example
gives 56 days of use) was for Thusis, in

Fig. 7, left, K-cancel K88; Figure 8, right, K-cancel K88z
of Thusis. Details taken from the Handbuchder
Werbedatumstempel Schweiz/Liechtenstein

Fig. 5, left, K-cancel K13; Figure 6, right, K-cancel K13z of
Villars-sur-Ollon. Details taken from the Handbuchder
Werbedatumstempel Schweiz/Liechtenstein

Fig. 4. Rheinfelden K-cancel K2a.Fig. 3. Bex K-cancel K494a.
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Graubunden. In this case the reason was to simplify and clarify the design. Figures 7 and 8 show the origi-
nal cancel (K88) and its replacement (K88z).

Some cancels that
saw high use had duplicates
made so more than one can-
celler could be used at the
same time or to have a spare
on hand if something hap-
pened to the original. But,
the duplicates weren’t al-
ways exactly duplicates;
small differences allow them
to be distinguished. One
such case is the K-cancel for
the Verkehrshaus in Luzern.
Figure 9 shows a cover with

K-cancel K03a, used from 18 June 1969 to 10 August 1989. During that peri-
od, two “duplicates” were also used, K03y from 9 March 1970 to 18 May 1976
and K03z from 24 May 1976 (earliest known date) to 10 August 1989.

Figure 10 shows these three cancels, showing the differences: first, the
position of the “S” of “HAUS” with respect to the Verkehrshaus logo, and se-
cond, the length of the date block. Subtle but noticeable differences.

A rather amusing
case where the PTT sub-
scription service for K-
cancels got caught with
their pants down is with
the K-cancels of Adliswil
in Canton Zürich (Figure
11). In 1960 a branch
Post office opened in

Adliswil making it necessary to add a “1” to the existing K-cancel, K180, resulting in K180a, issued in July
1960. The location of the branch number below the town name was not the standard format so a corrected
version, K180b, was issued in October 1961. The problem arose when the subscribers to the K-cancel ser-
vice noticed the existence of K180a, which had not been distributed by the service. So in 1968, to correct
the omission, since the K180a canceller no longer existed, the PTT created a new copy with the date

Fig. 10. Top to bottom, K03a,
K03y K03z. Details taken from
the Handbuchder
Werbedatumstempel
Schweiz/Liechtenstein

Fig. 9 . Verkehrshaus K-cancel K03a.

Fig. 11. Left to right: K180, K180a, K180b. From the HandbuchderWerbedatumstempel
Schweiz/Liechtenstein
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Fig. 12, left, precursor cancel SK41; Figure 13, right, K-cancel
K651 of Eschenbach. From the Handbuchder
Werbedatumstempel Schweiz/Liechtenstein

Clockwise from left: Figure 13. Front cover of the Handbook; Figure 14. Excerpt of the tabular data in Volume 1 of the
Handbook; Fig.15, Excerpt of the illustrations in Volume 2 of the Handbook.

May 16, 1961 which was not quite a duplicate of the “real” K180a, the “1” being slightly different. However,
that was not the major problem. The stamp the PTT used for the replacement collection sheets (no covers
were produced) was the 30c Zürich Grossmünster definitive on luminiscent paper (Zumstein 360L) which
was not issued until October 1963, two years after the cancel date! Keep an eye out for collection sheets of
K180a with the 16 May 1961 cancel; you’ll have an interesting talking piece.

One other aspect of collecting K-cancels is the
precursors. A town may commission a special cancel
to celebrate an anniversary which after the anni-
versary year has passed, is converted to a K- cancel by
removing the date reference. In 1975 the town of
Eschenbach in Canton St. Gallen celebrated the
1200th anniversary of its founding and commissioned
the cancel shown in Figure 12 (SK41). At the end of
1975 the cancel was withdrawn and sent back to the
manufacturer to have the “1200” and “Jahre”
removed. The revised cancel, now K651 (Figure 13)
was put in service on 23 February 1976.
If you are going to collect K-cancels seriously, you

will need the Handbuch der Werbedatumstempel
Schweiz/Liechtenstein (K-Stempel), which unfortunately is currently out of print. The Handbook was pub-
lished in 2007 by the Swiss Association of Collectors of Postal Cancels (SVPS), and there have been four
updates.
The Handbook (Figure 13) is in two volumes. Volume 1 includes explanatory material and tabular.

Listings of the K-cancels by K-cancel number and alphabetically (Figure 14). It also has a thematic index so
if you are a topical collector of flowers, you can find all the K-cancels that have flowers as part of the design.
Volume 2 is a chronological listing of all K-cancels with an illustration of each (Figure 15). Though the
Handbook is in German and French, language should not be a barrier to using it. The tabular data are self-
explanatory – K-cancel number, ZIP code, post office name, first and last days of use, the type of cancel, and
on what page in Volume 2 can an illustration be found. The three types of K-cancels are: A, segmented cancels
such as K1 from Bex; B, pictorial cancels without the ZIP code; and C, pictorial cancels with the ZIP code.

(Continued on page 15)
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Matterhorn Meanderings
By Richard T. Hall C.Ph.H.

I wrote an article on Swiss postage due stamps for Linn’s which appeared in their June 17, 2019
issue. I have just received notice that they will be reprinting it in the 2020 Scott Classic Catalogue
minus the table. Maybe this indicates that they may be revising their listings for these stamps,
probably to reflect the two shades of red on the 1883 to 1909 issues. If anyone would like a copy of my
article from Linn’s, I have deposited it in my DropBox. Just copy the following link and paste it into
your browser and it will download to your computer:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xliund5l5pju07u/Linn%27s%2019-6-17%20dues.pdf?dl=0

Member Thomas Scammell posed a question that maybe you readers can help him with. He is
wondering if there is an easy way to tell real from fake Swiss official overprints, particularly those of
the Société des Nations and the Bureau International du Travail, and the perforations on the perfor-
ated cross issues.

For the SdN and BIT overprints he noted that some of the overprints on the scarlet part of shield
had poor ink adherence compared to the rest of the overprint while on others the adherence was
uniform. He wonders if that might be a clue to a fake.

He goes on to say he has experimented with some perforated cross issues using a regular small (1⅜")
paper clip. (He says the wire of the usual 1¾" is too thick) On one stamp the wire of the small paper clip
passed through one of the holes of the perforated cross with room to spare while on another it was a
very tight fit. He assumes the first stamp was genuine as it was an inexpensive value. He also noticed
that looking with oblique illumination at the back of the first stamp, the holes have a slight flaring of
the paper (like the rim of a meteor crater) while on the second there is no flaring. Can anyone comment
on his observations or give us another way of separating the genuine from the fake? Please share your
knowledge.

Here’s the latest installment of post office closings with a lot more K-cancels disappearing.

1. On July 26, 2019, the post office at 8802 Kilchberg ZH (canton Zürich) was closed [assumed by 8134
Adliswil Zustellung] [K-cancel K164c was last used on that date]

2. On August 26,, 2019, the post office at 9043 Trogen (canton Appenzell Ausserrhoden) was closed
[assumed by 9053 Teufen] [K-cancel K539 was last used on that date after 49 years of service]

3. On September 7, 2019, the post office at 1731 Ependes FR (canton Fribourg) was closed [assumed
by 1700 Fribourg]

4. On September 13, 2019, the following post offices were closed:
5712 Beinwil am See (canton Aargau) [assumed by 5734 Reinach] [K-cancel K911 was last

used on that date]
6463 Bürglen UR (canton Uri) [assumed by 6460 Altdorf] [K-cancel K205a was last used on

that date after 53 years of service]

5. On September 14, 2019, the post office at 2046 Fontaines (canton Neuchâtel) was closed [assumed
by 2052 Fontainemelon] [K-cancel K1219 was last used on that date]

6. On September 20, 2019, the following post offices were closed:
8560 Märstetten (canton Thurgau) [assumed by 8570 Weinfelden] [K-cancel K1569 was last

used on that date]
3043 Uettligen (canton Bern) [assumed by 3033 Wohlen]

7. On September 27, 2019, the following post offices were closed:
4912 Aarwangen (canton Bern) [assumed by 4900 Langenthal] [K-cancel K313z was last used

on that date]
1110 Morges 2 La (canton Vaud) [assumed by 1110 Lonay]

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xliund5l5pju07u/Linn%27s%2019-6-17%20dues.pdf?dl=0
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conventions:

May 1-3, 2020: Philatelic Show, Boxborough, MA

April 23-25, 2021 WESTPEX, Burlingame, CA

March 25-27, 2022 St Louis Stamp Expo, St.
Louis, MO
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(Continued from page 9) After the fall of Napoleon, Geneva, Neuchâtel and Valais became Swiss
cantons. Geneva contracted its postal service to the Fischers from 1815 to 1830. The canton of Neuchâtel
operated its own postal service, and Valais made arrangements with the canton of Vaud.

Swiss Post has issued two stamps in honor of Beat Fischer and his mail system. The first one
appeared in 1975 and shows a portrait of Beat Fischer (60 ct, Z. 571). The second was a 1981 "Pro
Patria" stamp (20 ct, Z. 190) representing the Fischer post office in Aarburg.

References:
Thomas Klöti von Rhyner, Postal service in Helvetia 1793
Jean Winkler, HandbuchderSchw. Vorphilatelie
Louis Vuille, Les Postesdu Valais
Beat Fischer, der Gründer derbernischen Post, published by la Bibliothèque de la Bourgeoisie de Berne,
2004.

(Continued from page 12) Volume 2 is equally simple. Along the left side of each illustration block are:
the K-cancel number; the point value of a cancel on cover or on a collection sheet; the cancel which replaced
the current K-cancel, either another K-cancel or a machine cancel; if another cancel was in use concurrently;
reference to a note in a list in Volume 1; and the dates of use of the cancel. In the upper right corner is the
abbreviation of the canton of the town and in the lower right corner a letter indicating if the K-cancel was
used year around (J), during the winter only (W), summer only (S), etc.

Though very few new K-cancels are
appearing, SwissPost does offer a sub-
scription service for them. Otherwise,
lots of K-cancels appear at auction,
particularly in the auctions of the SVPS.
The SVPS auctions also include single
lots of the rarer K-cancels.

If you are interested in an explan-
ation of what is being illustrated in the
K-cancel, Dr. Ernst Schlunegger has
written extensively on that topic. The
four volumes of his Die Motive der
Schweizer Werbestempel cover all the
K-cancels from 1942 to 1991 (Figure
16). It is written in German so you will
need some familiaritywith the language
to get much out of the books.

When a locality got large enough
to merit a cancelling machine, its K-

cancel was usually withdrawn and a machine cancel took
its place. Figure 17 shows K-cancel K134 from Martigny
in Canton Valais. This cancel was in use from 26 March
1955 to 29 June 1968. Machine cancel F3.99 (Figure 18)
was put in use on 1 July 1968 and remained in use until
6 October 1974 when it was replaced by a new machine
cancel, F3.173.

Fig. 17. K-cancel K134 from
Martigny.

Fig. 16. Volume 4 of the Motive book.

Fig. 18. Machine cancel F3.99 from Martigny.

The Postal Cancels and Markings of Switzerland

Fischer Post
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